Artificial Intelligence Center, Department of Computer Science opens a competitive call for applications for a research fellow contract in the context of a recently awarded national center of excellence: Research Center for Informatics (RCI).

AIC contributes RCI in foundational research in artificial intelligence, multiagent systems, game theory, automated planning, computational robotics with applications to cybersecurity, next-generation transportation systems or intelligent manufacturing. Besides RCI, we work on many R&D projects answering fundamental theoretical questions, designing state-of-art AI algorithms and implementing cutting-edge practical AI systems. AIC is also focused on AI applications, as a result of which several successful startups have been incubated from within AIC.

**Essential qualifications and skills:**
- Ph.D. in computer science
- demonstrable experience in research od AI
- good publication record
- good interpersonal as well as communication skills

**Term of contract:**
The duration of the position is 24 months with possible extension & promotion to position of assistant professor

**Salary:**
The position will offer a competitive salary with respect to the costs and quality of life in Prague, one of the most exciting and cosmopolitan European capitals.

**Location:**
Downtown Prague, Czech Republic

Interested applicants are invited to send their application by email to katarina.takusova@agents.fel.cvut.cz with the subject line: „Postdoctoral application at AI Center."

**The application should include:**
- Structured Curriculum Vitae.
- Publication record, including the selection of three most impactful pieces of work by the applicant and detailed explanation of the respective impact.
- Motivation letter